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MY home collection and AngelettiRuzza Design for new languages 

 

 
 

In the absence of words, the visual code is a powerful way to convey emotions and 
sensations to the eyes of the observer. The language used by MY home collection is one 

that 'speaks' through colour and minimal design, elements that contribute towards outlining a 

strong, well-defined personality for each individual product. 
This language is shared in full by the creativity of AngelettiRuzza Design who, for MY home 

collection, has created a series of new furnishings and interior décor items that illustrate all 
the expressive strength of colour and the efficacy of clean-cut, strikingly simple silhouettes. 
 
A game of contrasts - between the rounded design of the large, soft cushion that folds onto 

itself and the slimline legs of the frame - designs the Lips armchair that creates unexpected 

chromatic effects thanks to the vintage hues and the geometric patterns on the fabrics that 
decorate the sides of the seat. 
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A double layer that allows multiple fabric combinations and with welcoming, familiar 

silhouettes are the distinguishing features of the Weekend sofa and of the Carmen 
armchair. The tubular legs outline the frame, highlighting the contrast between the 

composure of the seat and the comfortable cushioning on the backrest and armrest.  

 

 
 

The simplicity of AngelettiRuzza's design can also be found in the Pilli trio of ottomans, 
whose shapes are emphasised by a mix of pastel colours, textures and stitching on the 

upholstery covers, for an authentic and formal style that encourages sociability.  

The shape of the ladybird is instead what inspired the Ladybug coffee tables which, with 
their tapered silhouettes and extremely light weight, furnish the living room with a touch of 
good cheer, just like Cocktail, a collection of coffee tables of various heights distinguished 

by a cylindrical base that supports a steel table top with a simple metal tube. Cocktail blends 

in easily with all the other padded products from the MY home collection thanks to an 
extensive range of colours that create a perfect mix for every setting.  
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Last but not least, for the bedroom, Studio AngelettiRuzza offers the Freely bed - which is 

also available in the storage version - that enhances the value of its surroundings with 
simplicity and discretion, offering the very best in terms of comfort and pureness of shapes. 

The contrasts of this bed can be seen among the silhouettes of the headboard and the light-

weight legs and two-tone fabric upholstery.  
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

  

 


